Focus Skill: Commas With Words in a Series + Review____
Name________________________Date______________
Week 14: Day One
Mark the bubble to show where the comma (,) belongs in each sentence.
1. Trevor saw toads, frogs and fish in the pond.
0
0
0
2. Jimmy will see Mike Jennifer, and Roger on Saturday.
0
0
0
3. Let's pack sandwiches, chips and apples for our lunch.
0
0
0

Some of the underlined sections below may contain errors. If there
is an error, make the correction in the space above it. If there is no
error, write OK in the space above the underlined word or phrase.

Do you no how to carve a pumpkin. To begin, decide whether you
want a friendly or scary pumpkin. next use a marker to draw the face.
Ask an adult to help you carve an opening at the top, scoop out seeds, and
cut the features. After that cut out the eyes nose and mouth . Finally,
light a candle inside to illuminate your Jack-O-Lantern!
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Focus Skill: Commas With Words in a Series + Review____
Name________________________Date______________
Week 14: Day Two
Choose the plural for each singular noun.
1.

supply

0 supplies
0 supplyes

2.

deer

0 deers
0 deer

3.

candy

4.

0 candies
0 candys

guess

0 guesss
0 guesses

Some of the underlined sections below may contain errors. If there
is an error, make the correction in the space above it. If there is no
error, write OK in the space above the underlined word or phrase.

Kimberly was looking forward to dinner on thanksgiving . It is her
favorite meal of the year Her mother always cooked the same dishes.
The house was packed! Alot of relatives came to there house two have
turkey potatoes , and pie. It was so hard to decide whether to have
apple, pumpkin, or pecan pie. Kimberly hoped Aunt connie would bring
her delicious salad with cranberryes and raspberrys . It would be an
incredible meal!
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Focus Skill: Commas With Words in a Series + Review____
Name________________________Date______________
Week 14: Day Three
Choose the answer that shows the best capitalization and punctuation for
the underlined part of the sentence.
1. The
0
0
0
0

Lopez family drove to kansas, Oklahoma and Nebraska .
kansas, oklahoma and nebraska
Kansas, Oklahoma, and Nebraska
Kansas oklahoma and, nebraska
correct as it is

2. Audrey's favorite foods are hamburgers, macaroni, and hot dogs .
0 hamburgers, macaroni and, hot dogs
0 hamburgers, Macaroni, and hot dogs
0 Hamburgers macaroni and hot dogs
0 correct as it is

Choose the answer that best completes the sentence.
3. _______________ are going to the symphony concert.
0 Micky

0 Hunter and Chris

4. _______________ walk to 7-11 to buy Slurpees.
0 Gineen

0 Dea and Eliza

5. _______________ practices the trumpet for hours.
0 Quinn

0 Rudy and Will
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Focus Skill: Commas With Words in a Series + Review____
Name________________________Date______________
Week 14: Day Four
Choose the complete sentence from the choices below.
An item must have a subject and a predicate to be a complete sentence.
1.

0
0
0
0

Are jumping in the lake.
Many kinds of trout.
Fish swim in the lake.
Feed on insects.

2.

0
0
0
0

Skip and Trevor.
Go to the diner.
My favorite dessert.
They ate dinner.

Choose the answer that best completes the sentence.
3. _______________ is eating pizza with Shane today.
0 Jay

0 Kevin and Dean

4. _______________ are painting the scenery for a puppet show.
0 Valerie

0 Lana and Ava

Choose the sentence which has no errors.
Be ready to tell why each sentence is correct or incorrect.
5.

0 Take the seeds gloves and shovel to Mom in the garden?
0 Take the seeds, gloves, and shovel to Mom in the garden.
0 Take the seeds gloves, and, shovel to Mom in the garden!

6.

0 You need shoes, shin guards, and a water bottle for practice.
0 You need shoes, shin guards and, a water bottle for practice.
0 You need shoes shin guards and a water bottle for practice.
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Focus Skill: Commas With Words in a Series + Review____
Name________________________Date______________
Week 14: Day Five-Assessment
Mark the bubble to show where the comma (,) belongs in each sentence.
1. Trees flowers, and bushes turn green in the spring.
0
0
2. Laura, Kami and Denise went Christmas shopping together.
0
0

Choose the answer that shows the best capitalization and punctuation
for the underlined part of the sentence.
3. During our trip to Home Depot, we bought nails paint and a hammer
0 nails, paint, and a hammer.
0 nails, paint and, a hammer.
0 nails, Paint, and a Hammer.
0 correct as it is

Choose the answer that best completes the sentence.
4. _______________ goes to ballet practice on Monday.
0 Tatiana

0 Jane and Claire

5. _______________ make delicious tamales.
0 Dan

0 Sophie and Xavier
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Focus Skill: Commas With Words in a Series + Review____
Name________________________Date______________
Week 14: Day Five-Assessment-p.2
Choose the complete sentence from the choices below.
An item must have a subject and a predicate to be a complete sentence.
6.

0
0
0
0

The ball game.
Won by two points.
The team celebrated.
A close contest.

7.

0
0
0
0

Chelsea and Jeff.
Visited friends.
Traveled all day.
Our family was tired.

8.

0
0
0
0

The hot oven.
Aunt Sue and Mom.
Baked for an hour.
My cake was finished.

9.

0
0
0
0

Wished for snow.
Sunday was cold.
Dan and his sister.
The holidays.

Some of the underlined sections below may contain errors. If there
is an error, make the correction in the space above it. If there is no
error, write OK in the space above the underlined word or phrase.
Are scout troop took a trip to learned about flowers. first we
hiked the trail to sunshine park , and the park ranger talked about
wild roses, daisys and columbines. After that, we visited the Alpine
Center located on a hillside covered with poppies wildflowers and
clover. We all agreed that this was a "blooming" good trip.
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